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Social movements are often up against entrenched power and corporate profit 
interests.
But sometimes movements do move the system.
An example was the Campaign against Nuclear Weapons in Denmark.
After years of campaigning the public was with the campaign and in the end 
forced the Danish government to declare Denmark a nuclear weapon free 
country. In 1985 it followed that up with rejecting nuclear power for electricity 
generation. Instead Denmark became a pioneer country for the modern wind 
industry.



“We have been asked what it is we want. That is very clear. We are 
demonstrating against the production of nuclear weapons. Over, finished, amen. 
We are not an organization, we are a campaign that creates a possibility for 
people to express their rejection of the production of nuclear weapons. 
Besides that, the individual participant has to go to the political parties, etc., 
that s/he thinks best represent his/her views.” Tage Hind, campaign organizer.

Power of unity:  The Campaign against Nuclear Weapons

Easter 1962



The Civil Defence Force had earlier in the year issued a pamphlet to all 
households, “If the War Comes”, a nonsensical  call to build ‘safe bunkers’ in 
basements, etc. This spelled out the risks we were living under, but, 
importantly, the absurdity of its recommendations boosted the Campaign, as it 
made people realize that only our call for nuclear disarmament was a solution. 

Copenhagen, Town Hall Square, Easter Sunday 1961



The key to the Campaigns success was: 1. Keeping the message simple. 2. 
Keeping distance to existing political parties and appearance of message 
‘noise’ (which is different from welcoming them embracing the Campaign’s 
goals). 3. Mobilising the youth in high schools and universities.

The importance of being visible on the streets



Van converted into a rolling information office. Such measures 
brought the message out to the small communities around the 
country. The current German movement against nuclear power uses 
similar rolling information boutiques to spread their message.

Spreading the message 



»We will all go together, when we go.
What a comforting fact that is to know!« 
Tom Lehrer, American folk singer.

Evening march with torches

Demonstrations in various formats occurred with high frequency



Paris Student Revolt 1968 

Some months before the student rebellion erupted, French situationist Guy 
Debord had published “The Society of the Spectacle”, a book that was to play 
a major role in the spiritual upheaval that the rebellion ignited. Debord’s 
book diagnosed consumer society as a society in which “passive identification 
with the images of the spectacle [has] supplanted genuine activity". 

Red flag over Sorbonne



Détournement takes items from the spectacle and turn them around so 
that they becomes collages of spectacular images and language that disrupt 
the flow of the spectacle. It is radical action that constructs situations that 
wake up the drugged spectator of the image mediated society.

Situationist vocabulary: détournement - turning around, back on itself 



“Transformed visions” by Asger Jorn, a leading situationist painter. Now in Tate Gallery, an irony of history.

Another important situationist concept is ‘dérive’ - drifting. When the 
constructed situations first are born, there is no attempt to control them; 
they must be allowed to drift and create their own variations of realities 
that can push people out of sleepwalking.

“All that once was directly lived has become mere representation”



 ATTAC - acronym for the hopeless name “Association pour la Taxation 
des Transactions financière et l'Aide aux Citoyen” - was created in 1999, 
focused on the demand for a tax on financial transactions, considered a 
way to slow the international flows of ‘hot’ money, which at the time had 
ravaged a number of South-East Asian economies

Attac and the fight against financial speculation  

On Berlin Alexanderplatz, Bourne trick the bad guys by getting lost in an Attac demonstration 



The World is not a commodity

Freiburg - Attac’s outdoor cafe

Today, Attac’s focus is broad economic, social and ecological questions. One 
activity is to arrange ‘summer universities’ dealing with these matters, In 
2011, it was held in Freiburg with 1300 participants. However, North 
America had a conspicuously low profile, with only two participants from 
Quebec, one from Ontario (your humble facilitator), and zero from the U.S.



Social control of banking
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-

1. Rehabilitation of traditional 
banking, make banking 'boring'

2. Establish parallel public banks
3. Strong social governance
4. Reform of central banks & 

monetary policy

Disarming financial markets
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Taxation of financial transactions
2. Forbid hedge funds
3.Close all tax havens
4. Forbid speculative investments
5. For a Europe-wide coordinated 

levy on wealth

Workshop facilitated by Dominique Plihon, professor of financial economics in Paris  

Workshops discuss strategies for financial and monetary reform



Attac plenum session, Freiburg University, August 2011

One result was to formulate three prospective functions of public banks
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Reduce financial system to non-speculative support for the real economy
2. Achieving public goals - employment, education, ecology
3. Long term investment by money creation, with no taxation and no 

debt to financial markets

By the end of the week, workshop results were presented to plenum



Another world is possible

Text

Plenum, Saarbrücken, 2008.

What can we learn from Attac and their summer universities? 
Stay out of the big cities (not like Left Forum, plunk into Lower Manhattan).
Ensure adequate and cheap solutions to food, accommodation and leisure.
Ensure that workshops are interactive, but also produce reports to plenum 



Enter Music and the Red Flags - May First



May First in the park

In most European cities May First, being a whole or a half holiday, is a 
mixture of political activism and connecting with friends.
We must demand that Canadian workers also get at least half a day 
off with pay, so that they can celebrate May First.



Occupy Economics Toronto

See you next time 

April 30th, 2013 
Same place, same time

But don’t forget May First in Queen’s Park


